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Vaildation
We compared our methtod to a state-of-the-art 2D superresolution method (IBSR [1]) applied to the depth images
and a SR method that combines depth and intensity images
(Diebel’s MRF[2]). In both cases our 3D method that is tailored
to ToF sensors did much better.
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Results I: Fine Details

Formulation
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Depth maps captured with time-of-flight cameras have
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is very high. Therefore, such flash lidars cannot be used out
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To solve this problem, we present LidarBoost, a 3D depth
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Results II: Gain In Resolution
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Diebel‘s MRF [2]

IBSR produces an erroneous
pattern, whereas LidarBoost
correctly recovers high-frequency detail and smooth
geometry. Diebel’s MRF method yields oversmoothing.
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IBSR demonstrates increased resolution at the edges, but
some aliasing and the strong pattern remains. LidarBoost reconstructs the edges much more clearly and there is hardly
a trace of aliasing.MRF upsampling oversmooths the depth
edges and in some places allows the low resolution aliasing
to persist.

Diebel‘s MRF [2]

Quantitative Validation On Synthetic Data - Case I: No Noise

Quantitative Validation On Synthetic Data - Case II: Stark Noise

For test purposes, low resolution depth
images of the Stanford dragoon have been
createdsynthetically. Here, no noise has
been added and the mean square error visualized in the color plots.
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As shown in the 3D models, IBSR recovers
the overall structure, but exhibits a noise
pattern. LidarBoost recovers the structure
almost perfectly and yields a smooth surface. Also quantitatively LidarBoost is superior to IBSR, as indicated by the relative MSE
indicate both shown in the color coded
plots and the following table:
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This second synthetic set has severe
noise added (variance 5.0, 4x upsampling). With rendered 3D geometry in
frontal view, LidarBoost shows shows
best upsampling result, while IBSR
suffers from staircasing.
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Also in a lateral view it is apparent
that LidarBoost’s reconstruction is closest to ground truth. This is verified by
the color coded error plots.
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